
Quick Lists 

Opening Procedures 

1. Open and unlock all doors 

2. Unlock “Triple Doors” and Rear Doors near the Tech bench 

3. Use hex key to unlock front doors 

4. Have all doorways cleared of snow 

5. Turn on and login all computers 

6. Turn on lights 

7. Put money in registers 

8. Take daily deposit to ticket sales office before 9:00am 

9. Set “The Maze” chains 

10. Make sure all printers are stocked with paper 

11. Assign Employees to duty stations 

12. Turn on surveillance monitor and start recording 

Opening Point of Sales System 

Office Procedures 

1. Scheduling and payroll 

2. Invoices and ordering 

3. Inventory 

4. Training and orientation 

5. Safety manuals and training 

Cashier Procedures 

1. Logging in and out of registers 

2. Cash handling 

3. Vouchers 

4. Troubleshooting 

Rental Tech Procedures 

1. Binding training and tests 

2. Choosing ski length 

3. Computer training 

4. Return equipment 

5. Troubleshooting 

6. Reservation 



Boot Fitting Procedures 

1. Knowledge of boots 

2. Boot sizing 

3. Troubleshooting 

Reservation Procedures 

1. Information needed 

2. Inputting into computer 

3. Pre-setting and storage 

4. Payment methods(ie. Vouchers) 

Group Procedures 

1. Group Information 

2. Group speech 

3. Setting and storage of group equipment 

4. Group returns 

Back Shop Procedures 

1. Waxing and tuning 

2. Equipment maintenance 

3. Safety training (ie. Lockout tagout) 

4. Binding mounting 

5. Closing 

Closing Procedures 

1. Counting registers and deposits 

2. Pre-sets completed 

3. Clean areas 

4. Shut down all computers 

5. Safe counted and locked 

6. Back shop shutdown 

7. Turn off lights and lock doors 

  



Detailed Instructions 

Opening Procedures 

To open the Rental Shop, you need at least fifteen minutes in the morning before opening to 

accomplish your opening procedures. The first thing to be done is to unlock the doors of the 

Sprung building. There are eight doors to be unlocked with a key. The southeast doors or the 

main entrance, use a hex key to lock the levers in place so the door does not catch when opening 

and closing. You will want to turn the lights on right away because they take a few minutes to 

warm up. The light switch is located in the ski school “meeting room.” It is a large white switch 

next to the main power breaker. This power breaker controls all of the heating lamps on the 

rental side of the building. The switches are labeled to be able to control the heat. There are also 

thermostats on each individual heater that can be adjusted. Next is putting cash in the registers. 

That is explained in the next section titled Opening POS procedures. 

As employees arrive, have them punch in and ensure the rental shop is swept and clean. Also 

make sure the entrances are shoveled and clear of any obstructions. Each employee is assigned a 

uniform and name tag that they should be wearing as soon as they have punched in. Also ensure 

each employee is presentable to the public and not intoxicated. The time clock is on each 

computer under Time Force. Refer to the Time Force section of this manual for instructions on 

its use. Once the employees are all here, you should assign them to their workstation for the day ( 

ie, bootfitters, ski techs, cashiers, and reservations/back shop. 

Opening Point of Sales System 

There are fourteen computers that need to be logged into. To do this, push the power button and 

wait for the sign in screen. Each computer is named by its station as in rentpay1,2,or3, or 

renttech1, or rentkiosk1. That is the user name for each system to log into. The password for all 

the floor computers is Ski123. The kiosks automatically go to the appropriate screen for use. The 

tech bays have the tech option or time force. The pay stations have the option of being a register 

or a tech bay. When you are opening, make sure and choose the register option at the pay station. 

When you open the register option, it will ask if you want to cash-in this register, say yes. Once 

this is done, go to the rental shop office on the second floor, first door then left to the office. The 

safe is in the office, and the combination can be found in the ski area administration office. Take 

the three money bags and place the money in the appropriate register by their number on the bag 

and computer. Make sure the numbers match or else the loose change in the registers will throw 

that machine off balance. Each register should start the day with $200.00. Once this is done the 

registers are ready to operate. Be sure to always lock the safe after you are in it because of the 

high traffic in the upstairs area. Trust no one, you are responsible for that cash. The safe should 

contain $400.00 in change at all times. The ticket office located in the main lodge is the ski area 

bank. Make sure you have sufficient amount of change such as quarters, ones, fives, etc. With 

the lockers in the rental shop, you will need a large amount of quarters. The daily deposit should 

be taken to the ticket office before 9:00 AM. This is a good time to get your change for the day. 

While over in office, check the rental shop mail in the administration office. 



To finalize opening, make sure shop is clean and all printers are full of paper. It is easier to do 

this now than when you are busy. Once you have assigned employees, have the cashiers count 

their drawer to make sure it is two hundred dollars and get the cashiers any change they may 

need for the day. On busy days, it is a good idea to set up the maze to help direct customers in 

the right direction. The shop is now open for business, time to give great guest service. 

Office Procedures 

The office is responsible for multiple aspects of the rental shop. Some of these tasks are 

reservations, phone messages, e-mails, budgeting, scheduling, and other assorted tasks. Office 

personnel should check phone messages and emails first thing in the morning and at least a 

couple more times throughout the day. Each of these messages needs to be replied to or sent to 

the appropriate department. Do not ignore the messages, they are usually from guests and need to 

be responded to. Reservations are a daily task that can vary over the course of the year. 

Christmas and spring break are the two times of year that the reservations can get overwhelming. 

Refer to the reservation section for a more detailed explanation of reservations. All of the payroll 

and scheduling is done in the office thru timeforce. We are paid bi-weekly, so every other Friday 

is pay ending. It is up to the manager to go through each employee’s time card to check for 

mistakes and verify the time card is correct. A schedule should be made for at least two weeks 

out. It is easier in the rental shop to pick days off and have a set schedule for the season. Plan 

ahead for the busy times and load the schedule with employees. Overtime is acceptable during 

these busy times so make sure you are covered. 

Invoices go thru the office and need to be verified that all equipment on invoice has been 

received. Once you have received the equipment on the invoice, it needs to be bar coded and 

entered into the AXS system. AXS is our POS system and controls inventory, purchase orders, 

and receiving. Once the equipment has been entered, the invoice is coded and sent to the world 

headquarters. At the end of each season, we do an inventory of equipment. This tells us what we 

have and what has been broken or lost throughout the season. It also helps control quantity and 

helps in the re-order process. 

All manuals are stored in the office as well as all employee information. Manuals include the 

employee handbook, emergency plan, JHA, MSDS, and any manuals from ski and ski binding 

manufacturers. These are not only required but are also tools for training. Each season we get 

new employees that need to go through the training process. After each lesson, the employees 

should sign that they have been trained and those signatures should be stored in the training file. 

Each employee should have an employee file at the main office where we send any certifications 

and signed training sheets. There is a training manual located on the I Drive under rentals. This is 

a checklist of things that need to be covered during training. Every employee needs to have all 

training regardless of when they start. 

  



Cashier Procedures 

Each cashier should have a unique username and password. When they cash in to the register it 

will ask for both. It is good to log out when you are not using the register or when switching 

employees. This is how we track who is doing what with our cash. Once in the POS system, you 

should see quick buttons which are the most popular products. Vouchers and lesser used 

products are bar coded or have a number. Go to the retail scan tab in POS and scan the bar code 

for the product. The cashier will select a product then scan each guest’s contract in the group. 

The total will tally as you add products and contracts. When a product is added to the contract, it 

will show the product description, price, and a number that can be changed for how many days 

that contract will be renting. When you add days, the total and discounts for multi day are 

automatically figured by the POS. Once you have every member of the group scanned in the 

total will be in a green box on the bottom right of the screen. Select the pay button and the 

payment options will be listed. There are five options for payment including cash, check, credit 

card, or ski school and super 8 vouchers. Monarch Rental Shop accepts visa, mastercard, 

American express, and discover credit cards. The vouchers are for people who reserved and paid 

ahead of time either through reservations or Salida Super 8 motel. When you punch in the 

amount for cash the machine will automatically figure the amount of change due. Pay attention 

to the cash in the drawer at all times, do not let anyone have access to that drawer. When the 

transaction is complete the guest than moves down the line to a Rental Technician. The pay 

stations have the ability to be technician stations to use when the techs get backed up. Pay 

stations also have the ability to locate a guest and print them a new contract. When the morning 

rush is finished it is a good idea to begin closing some of the registers. Always leave one register 

running until closing. If there are any issues with the computers, ask Randy Stroud of Lynn 

Ballard for help. 

Rental Technician Procedures 

Rental Technicians are responsible for adjusting skis and snowboards for the guest. The guest 

brings their contract to the technician who then scans the contract. When the technician scans the 

contract it will automatically show what product the guest purchased. If the guest would like to 

change products, they need to go through the cashier again. Technicians do not have the ability 

to run any payment transactions. The rental tech can swap equipment for the guests as long as 

there is no cost difference. Each technician should be assigned a station in the morning and that 

is where they should sign in. Make sure the technicians are using their own profile because that 

is how we track who set what piece of equipment. This comes in handy in the case of accidents 

or guests complaints of equipment being set incorrectly. 

To access the tech mode, click on the skier icon and it will bring up six options. In the morning 

go to the rental option which allows you to rent skis to the guest. Once there, scan the contract 

and you will be asked for your username. Then scan the barcode on the boots and skis or boards 

and that equipment is assigned to that contract. Always double check you have the correct guests 

contract. Once the equipment is scanned in you can click next in the lower right hand corner 

which takes you to the DIN screen. Once the computer gives the DIN number you can go ahead 

and set the retention on the ski. Be sure all four bindings are set the same and make sure the 



forward pressure is correct. When everything is set click next again and a tech slip will print that 

needs to be initialed by the renter and the technician. This slip gets attached to the signed 

contract of the renter and stored under the work bench to be filed later. Be sure to pay attention 

to the equipment purchased by the guest, there can be a helmet on there that needs to be scanned 

before you close the contract. 

The two other options we use the most are exchange and return. Exchange is set up so if a guest 

wants to go to a new pair of skis or board they come in and we can exchange without requiring a 

new contract. Go into exchange mode and scan the equipment to be exchanged. The screen will 

show the equipment returned. If they are exchanging only skis and not both skis and boots leave 

the boots they have in. Hit next and it will take you to the screen to add the new piece of 

equipment. Scan the new piece of equipment hit next which takes you to the DIN page then next 

again to close out the transaction. A new tech slip will print which needs to be initialed and 

stored under counter. Returns are very simple which has sped up the whole process. Click the 

skier icon on the desk top and select return. When the guest brings their equipment back the 

employee scans the skis and boots. The computer will ask if it is the correct guests name, if so 

click next and the item is returned. Make sure to return all equipment on the guests contract 

including boots and helmets. If an item is left unreturned, the computer will tally a daily rental 

for that guest until the item has been officially returned. When you scan an item for return a 

green or red tab will appear in the lower right hand corner. If the tab is green and has zeros, the 

guest is good to go. If the tab is green and shows a dollar amount, the guest owes that dollar 

amount. If the tab is red and shows an amount, the guest has overpaid and is owed amount 

shown. If the return is under the wrong name the guest has returned the wrong equipment and 

needs to find their own. If the wrong item is rental shop equipment, hold onto it until the 

appropriate guest shows up looking for it. If it is personal equipment, the equipment needs to be 

placed as close as possible to where it was taken from. 

Each tech needs to be certified by the binding manufacturers to be qualified to set equipment. 

We have three types of bindings we use, Marker, Salomon, and Tyrolia. Each of these tests can 

be taken online at the respective web sites. The websites and passwords for the binding tests can 

be found in the folder marked binding tests in the main desk drawer. These are open book tests 

and the main objective is to familiarize employees with each binding they may encounter. 

Technicians are only authorized to set bindings they are certified in. If a different style of 

binding comes in refer to the shop management. Instructional videos for each binding company 

can be found in the shop filing cabinet or on the Monarch Information Portal 

at powderplace.com. There are two main things to look for when setting a binding. One is called 

forward pressure, and the other is the DIN which are the numbers on the binding and both 

determine the amount of leverage required to release the skier from the binding. With the Head 

BYS system the forward pressure is pre set by a color code between the boot and the ski. The 

rest of the skis are track bindings which are highly adjustable but need the boot to adjust the 

forward pressure. The DIN is adjusted by the screws on both the toe and heel of each binding. 

All four binding pieces need to be adjusted the same. The DIN is determined by the skiers 

height, weight, shoe size, skiers ability, and age. These numbers come from a chart provided by 

the binding manufacturers. These charts are pre programmed into the AXS system so the 

computer will determine the DIN. If a guest wants to request a DIN setting they may do so as 



long as they initial next to the requested setting. For any questions on bindings, refer to the 

binding manufacturers handbook located in the rental shop office filing cabinet. 

At the beginning of the season each ski binding needs to be tested with a calibrated certified 

Vermont Ski Safety torque wrench. These wrenches are very expensive and need to be treated 

with care. An explanation of how to test bindings is found in the binding manuals. During the 

course of the season 10% of the inventory needs to be tested each month to ensure the bindings 

are releasing properly. If a binding fails the test, they need to be disposed of and replaced. As 

each ski is tested we note that in the comment portion of that ski in the inventory. Refer any 

binding questions to the rental shop management. 

Boot Fitting Procedures 

The boot fitter is a very important position because it is not just handing out boots. The boot 

fitter is the first person to greet the guests in the rental shop and is responsible for helping the 

guest with the check-in computers and determining which type of equipment they need and 

where they need to be heading next. When the boot fitter greets the guest they need to ask if the 

guest had reservations, what type of equipment and shoe sizes. If the guest has reservations they 

skip the front check in and should already have boots and equipment pre set for them in the back 

of the rental shop. These people need to check in at the reservation counter first and then head 

directly to the back shop. If the guest does not have reservations, they need to sign in on the 

check in computers and then proceed to the boot area. At this time the boot fitter will ask 

whether the guest is skiing or snowboarding and what size shoes the guest wears. Go down one 

shoe size for female skiers due to the boots being men’s sizes. When the boot fitter retrieves the 

boots it is a good idea to help the guest put the boot on. On busy days it is more difficult to help 

every guest into their boots, so it is a good idea to help the never ever skiers and children. Most 

guests will sit down and get started they will make you aware of when they need help. A ski boot 

should fit as snug as possible without hurting. Toes should be as close to the end of the boot as 

possible without touching. Guests should only where one pair of socks to avoid wrinkles and 

movement that causes blisters. Also remind the guest to pull all jeans and ski pants out of the 

boot so there is a smooth fit between the boot and the leg. This helps avoid wrinkles in the boot 

that can both cut of circulation which leads to cold feet and also helps avoid discomfort and 

bruises in the shin area. Keep in mind these are rental boots so the liners can get packed out and 

will not feel like a custom fit. Try to get the guest as comfortable as possible by trying the 

different brands of boots because each brand fits differently. It is important both the guest and 

boot fitter try to get the correct boots before heading to the cash registers. This way the guest 

gets their equipment and can go ski without having to change their boots. It also helps on a busy 

day keeping the lines down when people don’t need to resize their boots. At the end of the day 

when guests are done with the boots, they need to have them scanned at the tech counter and 

then returned to the boots area. When the boots are received the boot fitter disinfects them and 

returns them to the appropriate location on the racks. 

  



Reservation Procedures 

Reservations are a way for guests to make sure they get the equipment they want and also to 

expedite their rental shop experience. All reservations are taken in the reservation department 

and not the rental shop. The reservation department then inputs the guest’s information which is 

then automatically dumped into the rental system. It is incumbent upon the rental staff and 

management to pull that information from our system and pre set the equipment. To pull the 

reservation information you need to go into the AXS central program or the world icon on the 

desktop. Once there you go to reports right click on reservations and choose run. This allows the 

system to pull and print each contract for the next day. Each contract should show what 

equipment the guest wants and what size boots and skis to pull for that guest. Each time the 

reservation department takes a reservation, the system automatically pulls that out of the pre set 

inventory in the reservation department. Once reservations have topped out on the equipment 

available to them the system will not take any more reservations for that equipment. This is our 

way of controlling how much stock is sold and allows us to have the appropriate amount of 

equipment left over for walk in rentals. 

Once we have the reservations for the next day we need to start setting them as soon as possible 

without ignoring guests that are present. The sooner the reservations and groups get set the 

earlier we get to go home. Groups come across in the same manner but are designated by their 

group names. We set the family reservations and store them in the back shop area by a numbered 

system. Each boot should be tagged with the guests name and the numbered slot of where their 

skis are. When the guest arrives they should check in at the reservation window to receive their 

vouchers for our payment and to sign their waivers. When they have finished at the reservation 

window they proceed to the back shop to pick up their gear. Each guest should present their 

vouchers for payment then you can pass out their boots. The guests should try the boots on to 

make sure they fit and so we can make any adjustments needed before the guest leaves the 

building. If the guests boot fits their skis should be adjusted and ready to go. If the boots are 

changed then the ski needs readjusted. Once the guest gets the equipment needed they are ready 

to head to the hill. All vouchers brought to the reservation area need to be rang into the cash 

register as a way to track the rental shops percentage of profit from the reservation department. 

Group Procedures 

Group information comes to our department via the reservation department. Each group member 

is assigned to their overall group and their equipment needs to be set together because groups are 

supposed to arrive together rather than as a single family. The group equipment is pre set and the 

boots are stored inside at the back of the group area. The skis are set and stored in the group tent 

just outside the west facing or slope side doors. When the group arrives they should meet in the 

group lunch room located on the bottom of the main lodge where a group sales representative 

should meet them. Once group sales have gathered the group and passed out lift tickets the group 

then heads as one to the rental shop. They enter the southwest door and have a seat so we can 

give them our group speech which can be found on the I drive under rental shop signs. We tell 

the group how their equipment should feel and that they are responsible for said equipment. Also 

show them how to use the equipment and where to store it because most groups are multiple day 



renters. They store their skis either back in the group tent or in the storage racks outside of the 

tech bay windows. They should take their boots to their room so they can be inside nice and dry. 

Remind the groups to come see us if they have any problems with their equipment so we can 

enhance their skiing experience. At the end of the group speech remind guests that on their last 

day they should bring the equipment to the tech counter to be returned and put back. If they leave 

it out in the tent the computer will automatically run a tally of the amount owed for overdue 

equipment. All of these steps are to separate the groups out of the main line and make the whole 

process quicker for everybody. Any questions about group information should go through the 

group sales department. 

Back Shop Procedures 

The back shop is the area located in the northern end of the sprung building where we do tunes, 

mounts, and reservations. The back shop should be staffed with techs that have previous 

experience in shops and have had tuning, mounting, and repair training. Each season there is a 

back shop training workshop that is offered if there is no experience available. Otherwise, we 

train returning techs in the back shop ourselves. There are many chemicals and machines in the 

back shop that need to be stored and cleaned properly. We do not do any boot fitting in the back 

shop due to the amount of labor and time that is required. We do however offer wax for skis and 

boards, minor repairs, binding mounting and testing. All specifications for mounting can be 

found in each binding manufacturer’s technical manual. Due to the ever increasing cost of skis, 

you should not do any repairs that you are not trained for. If you ruin a ski you get to buy the 

ruined ski. The grinder needs to be cleaned and the filter cleared on a daily basis. To avoid 

damage to the tools in the back shop it is a good idea to put everything away after it has been 

used. The tools and equipment in the back shop is very expensive and delicate and should be 

treated as such. It is up to the tech assigned to the back shop to clean the back shop daily and to 

make sure all equipment is turned off and unplugged for safety. 

Closing Procedures 

Closing procedures encompasses everything that should be done before you leave the building 

each night. First thing is closing and balancing the cash registers. There are four cash registers 

that need closed out each evening. This can change on slower days when it is not necessary to 

run all cash registers. It is a good idea to start closing the reservation registers in the early 

afternoon because they are only used in the morning. Take the till out of the register and up to 

the office. On the office computer desk top are two tools to help close the registers. First is the 

till counter which is there to make counting the drawers easier. Count all the cash in the register 

and enter into the till counter. It will automatically deduct the two hundred dollars that remain in 

the tills at all times. The amount you have left over is the deposit for that register. Pull the 

deposit cash aside and place the rolled change and bills from the register in the cash bag 

numbered for that register. Take the amount of the deposit for that register and the till with loose 

change down to the register where you will put the till back in the register. In the POS system go 

to the top left hand corner and click on register. Click on the cash out option which will then 

bring up a little box that breaks down the day’s sales between cash, credit card companies, 

checks, and vouchers. Enter the deposit amount for that register in the empty cash box which will 



then show at the bottom of the box whether you are over or short. I find this a good time to copy 

down each credit card total and each voucher total for later use. If the register is even it will 

show zeros at the bottom so go ahead and hit the close register option. If there is an over or under 

showing it will want a comment of why the register is off. It could be off for a variety of reasons 

but is usually because the cashier forgot to have a transaction voided. Once you have clicked 

close register, the register is done for that day. Continue with each register as time allows leaving 

the last one until the shop is closed in case guests want to renew their rental for the following 

day. 

Once you have closed all the registers you need to take all of the cash deposits and combine 

them. It is good to try to consolidate all of the deposit cash into the highest denomination of bills 

as possible. Do the same with all the credit card and voucher totals. On the office computer desk 

top is a shortcut called deposit slip. Open deposit slip and you will see boxes for each credit card, 

cash, and voucher totals. Enter each total into the appropriate box and the page will tally it for 

you until you have the shops final total for the day. At this point you need to save the deposit on 

the I drive under deposits and then rental. When you have saved the deposit as the days date you 

need to print the deposit out onto the paper slips that can be found on top of the office desk. The 

slip will print out with an upper and lower portion. Tear off the upper portion and put it with the 

cash deposit in a lockable bank bag. The lower portion goes with all the vouchers and credit card 

slips which you should separate into Visa, Mastercard and so on. Take the deposit and all the 

register bags and place them in the office safe. The bottom portion of the deposit slip and the 

vouchers and credit card receipts all go together in a router envelope to be sent to Accounting in 

the downtown office. I wait until the morning so I can go to report manager click on deposit 

detail and make sure my numbers match what the computers had. Once I have checked the 

deposit I take the deposit to the lift ticket office where they will take the cash bag and have you 

initial they have received it. The router envelope goes in the mailboxes in the administration 

office in the WHQ box. The deposit for the previous day is now out of your hands. It is a good 

idea to count the safe in the rental office in the morning and evening to make sure it is always at 

four hundred dollars. Make sure to lock the safe every evening before you leave and pull the 

locked office door closed behind you. 

Other closing procedures are mostly common sense things such as making sure all the next day’s 

reservations have been set. If they have not you and some help need to stay as late as it takes 

until they are. Also make sure the shop has been cleaned and all the computers are shut down. 

Also check the back shop to make sure all the machines have been turned off especially the 

waxer that can start a fire. Make sure all the employees and guests have exited the building. We 

close at four thirty but are routinely here later due to lingering guests. It is good guest service to 

not kick these people out because it leaves a bad taste in their mouths. Go around the shop and 

lock all doors to the outside and make sure the windows are closed and locked. Also make sure 

the boot driers are on. Also leave the lights on for the night cleaning crew, they have keys to 

access the building and will turn off the lights. As the manager it is difficult to do all of this and 

catch the shuttle on busy days so make sure you have transportation. Go home and rest up so you 

are prepared to do it all again the following day. Any questions or concerns about the rental shop 

should be directed to the base area operations director Randy Stroud if the current rental 

management staff is unavailable. 


